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Abstract—In this paper, we will discusse the strong optimality 

of general interval linear program (IvLP), that is, the IvLP has 

an optimal solution for each realization, and some necessary 

and sufficient conditions are established, based on the duality 

theory. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Many practical problems are solved by linear program 
(LP). Since real-life problems are subject to uncertainties due 

to errors, measurements and estimations, we have to reflect it  

in linear programming methodology and decision making. 
Interval computations is a popular way for treating 

uncertainties in data measurements. The optimality of given 
vectors has be learned by many researchers, see, e.g. 

[2],[3],[4],[6],[9]. In this paper, we will discuss the strong 
optimality of IvLP, that is, each realization of the IvLP has 

an optimal solution, and propose a necessary and sufficient 

condition, based on the duality theory.  
Throughout the paper, we follow the definitions and 

notations gives in [6], which provides a detailed survey on 
solvability of system of interval linear equations and 

inequalities. 

Let nmRAA , , and AA  . The set of matrices 

}{],[ AAAAA A  

is called an interval matrix, where matrices AA,  are 

referred to as its lower and upper bounds. Similarly, we 

define an interval vector b as an one column interval matrix 

}{],[ bbbbb b , 

where mRbb , . 

Denote by 
cA  and 

A  the center and radius matrices 

given by 

   AAAAAAc  
2

1
,

2

1
 

respectively. Then ],[   AAAA ccA . Similarly, the 

center and radius vectors are defined as 

   bbbbbbc  
2

1
,

2

1
 

respectively. Then ],[   bbbb ccb . 

Let mY  be the set of all  1,1  m-d imensional vectors, 

i.e. 

 eyRyY m

m  | , 

where  Te 1,,1  is the m-dimensional vector of all 1
,
s 

For a given 
mYy , let  

 my yydiagT ,,1   

denote the corresponding diagonal matrix.  

For a given interval matrix ],[   AAAA ccA  and 

vectors 
mYy  and 

nYz , we introduce the following 

matrices: 

zycyz TATAA  . 

Similarly, for an interval vector ],[   bbbb ccb  and 

vector 
mYy , we define vectors 

 bTbb ycy
. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Linear Program: Duality 

Consider the LP problem  

  bAMxtosubjectxcT ,min   

where  bAM ,  is the feasible set characterized by a linear 

system. The LP (1) is called a primal LP problem, and we 
can formulate its dual linear programming (DLP) problem 

as 

  cAMytosubjectybT ,max   

For example, 

(1) the DLP problem of the LP 

0,min  xbAxtosubjectxcT  

is 

cyAtosubjectyb TT max ; 

(2) the DLP problem of the LP 

bAxtosubjectxcT min  

is 

0,max  ycyAtosubjectyb TT ; 

(3) the DLP problem of the LP 

0,min  xbAxtosubjectxcT  

is 
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0,max  ycyAtosubjectyb TT . 

For a given LP (1) we introduce two the values  

    bAMxxccbAf T ,|inf,,  , 

    cAMyybcbAg T ,|sup,,  , 

and we call them the optimal value of (1) and the optimal 

value of (2). Exactly  one of the fo llowing three cases may 

occur. 

a) if  cbAf ,,  is finite, then there exist a feasible 

solution *x  of (1) satisfying   *,, xccbAf T . Such an 
*x  

is called an optimal solution of (1). 

b) if   cbAf ,, , we call (1) unbounded. 

c) if there is no  cbAf ,, , then the set of feasible 

solutions of (1) is empty.  

Theorem 2.1  [6] If   cbAf ,,  or   cbAg ,, , 

then  

   cbAgcbAf ,,,,  . 

The formal equality covers two qualitative issues: 

d) If one of the problems (1) and (2) has an optimal 

solution, then so does the second one and the optimal values 

of both problems are equal. 

e) If one of the problems (1) and (2) is unbounded, the 

second one is infeasible. 

In this paper, “the problem is feasible” means the 

feasible set  bAM ,  is not empty, and “infeasible” in the 

opposite case. 

B. Interval Linear Program 

Let mnm IRIR  
bA ,  and nIRc  be given. By an  

IvLP problem we mean a family of LP (1), where 

cbA  cbA ,, . We write it in short as 

  bAc ,min MxtosubjectxT  . 

Let us focus on the feasible set description for a while. 

In the IvLP theory, one of the following canonical forms  

(A)    0,;,  xxRxM n
bAbA , 

(B)    bAbA  xRxM n ;, , 

(C)    0,;,  xxRxM n
bAbA  

is usually assumed. 

Theorem 2.2  [6] A system bΑ x  is strongly feasible if 

and only if for each 
mYz  the system  

zze bxA   

has a nonnegative solution. 

Theorem 2.3 [6] A system bΑ x  is strongly solvable 

if and only if the system  

0,, 2121  xxbxAxA  

is solvable. 

In this paper, “ bΑ x  is strongly feasible” means each 

realization of bΑ x  has nonnegative solutions, and “A 

system bΑ x  is strongly solvable” means each realization 

of bΑ x  has solutions, 

In next section, we will discuss the IvLP with three kinds 

of constraint conditions above, and propose some necessary 
and sufficient conditions to check the IvLP has an optimal 

solution for each realization. 

III. MAIN RESULTS  

Theorem 3.1 Each realization of the IvLP  

 0,min  xxtosubjectxT
bAc  

has an optimal solution if and only if the system  

 0,, 2121  yycyAyA
TT  

is solvable, and for each 
mYz  the system 


zze bxA   

has a nonnegative solution. 

Proof “If”: Let the system (6) has a nonnegative solution 

for each 
mYz .  From Theorem 2,2 we have that bΑ x  is 

strongly feasible, that is, each realization of bΑ x  has 

nonnegative solutions. Then for each AA , bb , cc , 

the LP problem 

 0,min  xbAxtosubjectxcT  

is feasible. From the analysis above, the LP (7) has an 

optimal value  cbAf ,,  which may  be infinite. Now 

assume  cbAf ,,  is infinite, then we have the DLP problem  

 cyAtosubjectyb TT max  

of (7) is infeasible. But the system (5) is solvable, from 

Theorem 2.3 we now that cΑ yT  is strong solvable, that is, 

for each AA , cc , cyAT   has solutions. Thus, the 

DLP (8) is feasible. Th is is a contradiction. So the optimal 

value  cbAf ,,  of (7) is fin ite, which means it has an 

optimal solution. Hence each realization of (4) has an 

optimal solution. 

“Only if”: Let  each realization of (4) has an optimal 
solution (or optimal value), then it is feasible. Hence the 

system 0,  xx bA  is strongly solvable, that is, bA x  is 

strongly feasible. From Theorem 2.2 we have the system (6) 

has a nonnegative solution for each 
mYz . At the same 

time, from Theorem 2.1 the DLP problem of each 

realization of (4) has an optimal value, which means it is 
feasible, hence the dual IvLP problem 

cAb ytosubjecty TTmax  
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of (4) is strongly feasible which means the system cA yT  

is strong solvable, and from Theorem 2.3 the system (5) is 
solvable  

This completes the proof of the theorem.   □  

Theorem 3.2 Each realization of the  

 bAc xtosubjectxTmin  

has an optimal solution if and only if the system  

 0,, 2121  xxbxAxA  

is solvable, and for each 
nYz  the system  

   zze

T cxA   

has a nonnegative solution. 
Proof “If”: Let the system (10) is solvable. From 

Theorem 2.3 we know bA x  is strongly solvable, that is, 

the IvLP (9) is strongly feasible. Then for each 

AA , bb , cc  the LP problem 

 bAxtosubjectxcT min  

is feasible. From the analysis above, the LP (12) has an 

optimal value  cbAf ,,  which may  be infinite. Now 

assume  cbAf ,,  is infinite, then we have the DLP problem  

 0,max  ycyAtosubjectyb TT  

of (12) is infeasib le. But  for each 
nYz  the system (11) has 

a nonnegative solution, then from Theorem 2.2 we have 

cA xT  is strong feasible. Let yx  , then we have 

0,  yyT
cA  is strongly solvable, that is, the DLP (13) is 

feasible. Th is is a contradiction. Thus, the optimal value 

 cbAf ,,  of (12) is finite, which means it has an optimal 

solution. Hence each realization of (9) has an optimal 

solution. 
“Only if”: Let  each realization of (9) has an optimal 

solution (or optimal value), then it is feasible. Hence the 

system bA x  is strongly solvable. From Theorem 2.3 we 

have the system (10) is solvable. At the same time, from 

Theorem 2.1 the DLP problem of each realization of (9) has 
an optimal value, which means it is feasible, hence the dual 

IvLP problem 

0,max  yytosubjecty TT
cAb  

of (9) is strongly feasible. That is, the system 

0,  yyT
cA  is strong solvable. Let xy  , then we have 

the system 0,  xxT
cA  is strong solvable, that is, the 

system cA xT  is strongly feasible, and from Theorem 

2.2 the system (11) has a nonnegative solution for each 

nYz . 

This completes the proof of the theorem.   □  

Theorem 3.3 Each realization of the  

 0,min  xxtosubjectxT
bAc  

has an optimal if and only if the systems  

 0,  xbxA , 

 0,  ycyA
T  

have solutions yx, . 

Proof “If”: Let the two systems have solutions yx, . For 

each AA , bb , cc , the LP problem 

 0,min  xbAxtosubjectxcT  

is a realizat ion of (14). We show that the LP (17) has an 

optimal solution. Because the system (15) has a solution x , 

we know that 0,  xbbxAxA  holds. Hence the LP 

(17) is feasible. From the analysis above, the LP (17) has an 

optimal value  cbAf ,,  which may  be infinite. Now 

assume  cbAf ,,  is infinite, then we have the DLP problem 

 0,max  ycyAtosubjectyb TT  

of (17) is infeasible. But the system (16) has a solution y , 

then we know that  0,  yccyAyA
TT holds. Hence 

the DLP (18) is feasible. This is a contradict ion. Thus, the 

optimal value  cbAf ,,  of (17) is finite, which means it has 

an optimal solution. Hence each realizat ion of (14) has an 

optimal solution. 

“Only if”: Let each realization  of (14) has an optimal 
solution, then it is feasible. Thus, the LP problems  

0,min  xbxAtosubjectxc T  

 0,min  xbxAtosubjectxc
T  

are feasible, which means the system (15) has solution x . 

The DLP of (19) is  

 0,max  ycyAtosubjectyb
TT

. 

Because the LP (19) has an optimal solution, that is, it  has a 
fin ite optimal value, from Theorem 2.1 we know that the 
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DLP (20) has an fin ite optimal value, hence it is feasible, 

that is, the system (16) has solution y . 

This completes the proof of the theorem.   □  

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

Now we make an example to exp lain Theorem 3.3. 
Example 1 Consider the IvLP problem 



.0,,

],1,0[]0,2[2

],3,1[]3,2[]1,0[]2,1[.

]0,3[]1,3[]1,2[min

321

421

321

321









xxx

xxx

xxxts

xxx

 

Now construct the corresponding systems (15) and (16). 
Note that  

.

3

3

2

,
0

1
,

212

201
,

012

312



















































 cbAA  

Thus, the linear system (15) is  

.0,

,02

,132

21

21

321







xx

xx

xxx

 

It is obvious that  Tx 0,0,0 is a solution to the linear 

system above. 

The linear system (16) is  

.0,

,322

,3

,22

21

21

2

21









yy

yy

y

yy

 

It is obvious that  Ty 3,5  is a solution to the linear 

system above. 

From Theorem 3.3, the IvLP (21) has an optimal 
solution for each realization. In  this problem, we can not 

take all real matrices and real vectors to check it, so we take 

two combinations of statistics arbitrarily.  
(1) take  











012

211
A ，











0

1
b ,























0

1

1

c , 

then we have the LP problem 

.0,,

,02

,12.

min

321

21

321

21









xxx

xx

xxxts

xx

 

By the Lingo, the LP above have an optimal solution 

 Tx 0,1,0 . 

(2) take  











012

301
A ，











1

3
b ,

























1

1

1

c , 

then we have the LP  

.0,,

,12

,33.

min

321

21

31

321









xxx

xx

xxts

xxx

 

By the Lingo, the LP above have an optimal solution 

 Tx 1,1,0 . 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper discusses the optimality of the IvLP problems 

with three kinds of constraint conditions, that is, the IvLP has 
an optimal solution for each realization and proposes some 

necessary and sufficient conditions to check it  based on the 
duality theory. The systems (15) and (16) are polynomia lly 

solvable since each of them suffices to test feasibility of a 

real-valued linear system. Nevertheless, the “bad boy” is the 

system of equations as we have to check feasibility of m2  

systems in Theorem 3.1 and of n2  systems in Theorem 3.2. 
Indeed, it was shown [6] that checking this property is NP-

hard. That how to propose a better necessary and sufficient 
condition is open problem. This should be a subject of 

further research.  
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